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The GSU OTM Survival Guide: Don’t Leave Your Room Without It!



Georgia Southern University



Updated: January 24, 2016



OTM CHEAT SHEET



WHAT: OTM's are special recognition awards given to enthusiastic, high achieving leaders and great programs in the Residence Halls. There are twelve categories for this award and each month a winner is recognized from each category on campus. Campus winners are then submitted to compete for Regional and National Awards!! Categories: o Advisor of the month – for an advisor who, during the month, has been especially helpful, active, and supportive. o Community of the month – for a community in a residence hall that has excelled at building community. o Executive Board Member of the month - for a member of a campus-wide executive board (ARH Policy Board, NRHH) who has been very active and gone above and beyond their normal duties. o First Year Student of the month – for a first year student, who has been especially active during the month. o Organization of the month – for any on campus residence hall organization that excelled during that month (ARH Boards, NRHH, Hall Governments) o Program of the month – o Community Service Program of the month - for a program that got participants to give back to their community. o Diversity Program of the month – for a program that was based on diversity education. o Educational Program of the month - for a program in which participants were able to obtain valuable knowledge of interesting, important, and/or pressing issues. o Social Program of the month - for a program which was creative, successful, and enjoyed by participants. o Passive Program of the month – Any program that does not require anyone to actively run it for people to participate in it. This category is intended to recognize residential programming that occurs through bulletin boards, newsletters, pamphlets, etc. o Resident Assistant of the month – for a CL staff member who has gone above and beyond their normal requirements. o Spotlight of the month – for any person, group or event that does not fit into any other category, but is deserving of recognition. Examples include dining service staff, BST/maintenance staff, support staff, etc. o Student of the month – for a student, who has been especially active during the month. o Residence Life Faculty/Staff - This category includes individuals who aid residents within the housing campus community. Institution Faculty/Staff - This category includes individuals outside of residence life who aid students in their academics and/or personal affairs. WHERE: http://otms.nrhh.org/ (always due by the 5th of every month for the previous month) Set up an account to track your information and OTM process – easy as 1, 2, 3: 1. Go to the website – left hand side, click on create an account. 2. Fill out information and hit submit. 3. Account will be activated within 24 hours by administrator. QUICK TIPS FOR WRITING A WINNING OTM 1. Be month specific! Be sure you are nominating for the correct month. Make sure the outstanding things highlighted in the OTM are month specific. Use phrases like “in the month of _______ they did…” Keep this in mind through the entire OTM. 2. Use as much of the space as possible! Winning OTMs are always very close to the word limit. 3. Spell check and grammar check!!! 4. Show how the nominee has gone “above and beyond” and how they are unique. Try to stay away from general, vague comments about the nominee. BE SPECIFIC!!! 5. Don’t assume the reader knows anything about University. Be clear! Once the OTM is passed on to the regional and national levels, they will have no idea what you’re talking about, unless you are specific. 6. Remember to make OTMs personal…lots of times, the best OTMs are written by those that have had a personal and positive impact from the nominee. 7. Use the following pattern for writing a general OTM: PURPOSE: make sure to start off telling what you are writing this OTM for REASON: tell why you are writing the nomination EXPLAIN: give thorough examples about your nomination – be month specific RESTATE: finish the OTM by retelling the purpose of your nomination 8. Submit as many OTMs as you can!!! The more, the better!!! Check out the website for example OTMs (past winners) to give you an idea of how to excel. Feel free to ask questions from NRHH Advisors or NRHH members.



OTM GUIDELINES & ADVICE Of The Month Awards



Sponsored by NRHH, the Of The Month awards are excellent ways for you to recognize leaders and programs on your campus. Nominations must be submitted online at otms.nrhh.org by the 5th of every month following the month of nomination (ie – October Of The Month nominations are due by November 5th). Georgia Southern University campus winners are sent to the Regional level. Regional winners are then forwarded to the National level for national winner selection. Nominations should be month-specific and focus on residence hall activities. On the pages that follow, you will find criteria, advice and examples for the National Association of College and University Residence Halls’ (NACURH’s) OTM awards.



ADVISOR OF THE MONTH Criteria questions: 1. Did the individual recognize the students they work with during the month of nomination? 2. Did the individuals impact the students they work with during the month of nomination? 3. Is the individual being nominated for their professional contributions or for work with students during the month of nomination? 4. What outstanding accomplishments merit recognition of this individual this month? Advice: Unfortunately this is the most intangible category. Advisors need to create a supportive environment for the leaders they work with over a long period of time, so we recognize this is a hard nomination to write. The focus should be on the advisory roles the person fulfills rather than the professional or supervisory roles. The nomination should display how the advisor was instrumental in helping the leaders grow, learn, develop, and mature. When the individual serves on committees and does work for an organization, they are not in the role of any advisor. This type of information is considered secondary to advisory capacities. Personal examples are often the best way to express the intangible contributions of an advisor. Talking about some of the problems or conflicts the advisor helped students sort out are also great approaches. Ask yourself why you chose this month above all others to nominate the individual. Please be sure to include the nominator’s relationship to the nominee. COMMUNITY OF THE MONTH Criteria Questions: 1. What brings the group of people together? 2. What specific positive contributions did this community make this month to enhance the lives of the group members or those around it? 3. How does the community interact with other communities? 4. What makes this community different from other communities? (Examples include participation and enthusiasm as a group.) Advice: This award is designed to recognize the contributions of residential and working communities and the impact they have on their students and the rest of campus. The mission of residence halls is to provide a home away from home for students. The community OTM is designed to reward communities to show that their efforts and dedication has not gone unnoticed. It will also help promote pride and unity within on-campus communities. Since a community is difficult to define, any residential life community is eligible for this award. For example: wings, halls, floors, complexes, exec boards, RA staffs, etc. Residence life organizations may not be nominated for this award.



EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER OF THE MONTH Criteria questions: 1. What contributions did the nominee make to the campus-wide residence hall government during the month of nomination? 2. What contributions did the nominee make to other campus groups? 3. What has been the nominee’s use of NACURH (national) resources? Campus resources? 4. Has the nominee made any contribution to your region during the month of nomination? 5. What outstanding contributions did the individual make during the month of nomination? Advice: Be sure the person you are nominating is eligible for the award. The nominee needs to be a member of the executive board for your campus-wide residence hall government, not hall-wide government. If the person fills more than one role that would make him/her eligible for more than one award, the nomination needs to focus on the contributions he/she has made in the role in which he/she is being nominated. This category should be approached similarly to the Student Of The Month category. We are looking for those special efforts, not just fulfilling the job requirements of the position. ORGANIZATION OF THE MONTH: Criteria Questions: 1. Is the nomination month specific? 2. What is the focus of the organization? (i.e. programming, advocacy, recognition, etc.) 3. How did the organization contribute to the residential community and the general community of the institution? 4. How did the organization interact with the region and with NACURH? 5. What set this month apart from other months? Advice: This category is to recognize an outstanding residence life organization (such as an RHA, NRHH Chapter, CLU, or Hall Governments), not an outstanding member. Nominations should be organization specific and not concentrate on the efforts of a few individuals. Review the purpose and goals of the organization before writing the nomination. PROGRAM OF THE MONTH Criteria questions: Community Service Program: 1. What was the service project and who did it benefit? 2. How did the project impact the residential community? 3. What makes this program unique? 4. How did students take an active part in the program? Diversity Program: 1. What were the goals of the program and how were they accomplished? 2. How did the program serve to promote diversity and understanding? 3. What makes this program unique? 4. Did the program have a lasting effect on residents? Educational Program: 1. How did the program educate students?



2. How were the educational needs of the community addressed? 3. What were the goals of the program and how were they accomplished? 4. What makes the program unique? Social Program: 1. What was the purpose of the program? 2. How did it encourage residents to interact with one another? 3. What makes the program unique? 4. How can the program be adapted to other campuses? Passive Program 1. What was the purpose of the program? 2. How did it encourage residents to interact with one another? 3. What makes the program unique? 4. How can the program be adapted to other campuses? Advice: When committees read the program OTMs, the first question they look at is, “How is this adaptable to other campuses?” In turn, put some time into that questions and make that one stand out. For both educational and social programs, the judging committees look for creativity, originality, financial feasibility, percent of attendance and adaptability to other campuses. If the nomination is in conjunction with a nationally recognized week or holiday, the nomination needs to display how your campus has approached the program in a new or different way. Expanding on the adaptability question is always helpful; try to list resources used, etc. These nominations are not only giving recognition to a group of leaders having done a super job on programming, but it becomes a resource and a guide for leaders on other campuses. With an educational program nominee, some consideration is given to the relevance of the issue, so mention if your campus is having a certain problem or circumstances that the program addressed. Timeliness of response to an issue is also a favorable quality in an original program. Nominations for a community service program should list resources contacted, expand on the purpose of the program, and describe the success of the program. RESIDENT ASSISTANT OF THE MONTH Criteria questions: 1. How well does the nominee work with residents and what impact has he/she had during the month of nomination? 2. Does the nominee support and advise student leaders? 3. Does the nominee motivate others? 4. Has the nominee fulfilled and gone above his/her job responsibility during the month of nomination? 5. Are there any specific projects in support of hall council or committees? Advice: This category encompasses the many titles given to an undergraduate student living with the residents for the purpose of building community. Some of these titles may be (but not limited to) community assistant, resident assistant, house manager, area advisor, and complex advisor. This is another category in which nominations have been found to be not month specific, so watch out for the tendency to include extraneous information. We look for unique contributions to the position, so you might include any difficult confrontations the CL had to deal with or crisis situations with which he/she managed to make a difference. Besides programming, you also could include any bulletin boards he/she’s created, how he/she might have promoted an advocacy month or week, how he/she has supported his/her fellow staff members, etc. Please be sure to include the



nominator’s relationship to the nominee. Stay away from being vague by saying the CL was “nice, friendly, enthusiastic, etc.” Tell how the CL was these things by giving specific examples of activities or events. SPOTLIGHT OF THE MONTH Criteria Questions: 1. What outstanding contributions did the individual/group make to the students living in the residence halls during the month of nomination? 2. How has the person/group exceeded what would normally be expected of them in their position? Advice: This award is intended to recognize outstanding OTMs that don’t fit into any set category, such as housekeepers, maintenance individuals, graduate assistants, food service personnel, night security, etc. The spotlight is intended to recognize the actor…NOT the action. For example: XYZ University’s Response to Hurricane Katrina is NOT a spotlight. Your spotlight would be the individuals or groups responsible for XYZ University’s response to Hurricane Katrina. You must try and be as detailed as possible about the individuals. STUDENT OF THE MONTH Criteria questions: 1. What organizations and outside activities has the nominee been involved with during the month of nomination? 2. What interaction did the nominee have with their residence hall government or individual hall during the month of nomination? 3. How well does the student motivate and work with others? 4. What outstanding contributions did the individual make during the month of nomination? Advice: This category is intended for the new or average student leader who puts forth special effort during the month of nomination. We are looking for a special effort or growth on the part of the nominee. We want to know what made this individual extraordinary that month and how they have contributed to making the residence hall system better on your campus. The nominator has much latitude with this category, so take it away! Please note that Resident Advisors, advisors and campus-wide residence hall government executive board members are not eligible for this award. Residence Life Faculty/Staff Criteria questions: 1. How well does the nominee work with residents and what impact has he/she had during the month of nomination? 2. Does the nominee support and advise student leaders? 3. Does the nominee motivate others? 4. Has the nominee fulfilled and gone above his/her job responsibility during the month of nomination? 5. Are there any specific projects in support of hall council or committees? Advice This category includes individuals who aid residents within the housing campus community. This category is intended to recognize the Residence Life Faculty/Staff who are not eligible for the Resident Assistant category and who have made contributions to the residence life community in the month of nomination. Examples include, but are not limited to: Hall Directors, Graduate Assistants in Residence Life, Directors of Residential Life, Area Coordinators, Residential Life Office Secretaries, Etc...



Institution Faculty/Staff Criteria questions: 1. How well does the nominee work with residents and what impact has he/she had during the month of nomination? 2. Does the nominee support and advise student leaders? 3. Does the nominee motivate others? 4. Has the nominee fulfilled and gone above his/her job responsibility during the month of nomination? 5. Are there any specific projects in support of hall council or committees? Advice This category includes individuals outside of residence life who aid students in their academics and/or personal affairs. This category is intended to recognize institutional faculty who have made a contribution to the residence life community both in and out of the classroom. Examples include, but are not limited to: Professors, Instructors, Teaching Assistants, Counselors, Other Academic Affairs Staff, Custodial/Maintenance Staff/ Public Safety Officers, Dining Service Staff, Health Services, Etc...



National Winner



Month: March 2006



NACURH, INC. Resident Assistant of the Month School:



Nominee: On-Campus Population: 3042



University of North Dakota



Region:



MACURH



Alex Nominator: Cullen Rude Pokornowski Chapter Size: 26



Please explain the outstanding contributions of the nominee during the month of nomination Going beyond what is required of him, has been the theme of Alex Pokornowski’s current year in Smith Hall. This past month has been a shining example of Alex’s dedication and commitment to not only the residents of the hall but also to becoming a more well rounded RA. At the being of the semester Alex approached his RHD to request that he be given more job responsibilities. Since that time Alex has taken a larger and more involved role in the hall and with its RA staff. One of the additional tasks that Alex has taken on is being the RA liaison to Hall Government. In this role he attends the weekly exec board meetings and acts as an intermediary between the RAs and Hall Gov to help coordinate and maximize the number of quality programs that are put on in Smith. This relationship has benefited not only the Hall Gov and RA staff but the whole hall as well. Alex also took time out of his week to have a one on one meeting with the hall President in the RHD’s absence, to go over program planning and to see how the new President was adjusting to his position. In March, Alex organized or co-organized a number of events that included the Winter Shark Games (Sharks being the unofficial Smith mascot) and the Frozen Five Extravaganza. For the Winter Shark Games, Alex put together an array of events ranging from a sled race to a snowball accuracy contest and a snow sculpture contest where the wining sculpture was a fifteenfoot snow shark. The Frozen Five Extravaganza included a rented popcorn machine from the Union as well as a projector to view the Fight Sioux Hockey games in Smith room 40. A NCAA Hockey bracket challenge was also started up before this event began and it is still on going. His final, most ambitious, and ongoing program that he has taken on is the collection of new or slightly used magazines from residents of the hall. He has coordinated with his fellow RAs to leave boxes outside their doors for residents can donate their magazines so that the RAs can collect them at night. These donated magazines are packaged and sent out to our troops overseas. As I had mentioned before, Alex has also taken on additional responsibilities within the hall staff. In order to build stronger administrative skills he has taken on the tasks of scheduling the RA duty rotations as well as distributing and collecting the monthly inventory and safety checklists. This March the RAs gave a list of weekends that they desired to work or have off. Alex then took these dates and their weekly schedules to plan out who will work when and who will have what weekends off. Alex also has kept track of the number of days each RA has been on duty so that duty will be distributed evenly. For the inventory and safety checks Alex was to ensure that every RA received their checklists and that those list get back to him in a timely manner. If there were any discrepancies in the checklists, the lists were gone over by Alex with the RHD. The RA position is not always an easy job and it can often take a lot commitment to do it well. Alex has gone beyond the norm of what is expected of a RA and has shown through his work how much he cares about his job and the residents on his wing and the whole hall. Word Count: 592



National Winner



Month: August 2006



NACURH, INC. Organization of the Month School:



Nominee:



On-Campus Population: 3042



University of North Dakota



Region:



MACURH



Johnstone Fulton Hall Nominator: Teresa Hash Government Chapter Size: 26



Please explain the outstanding contributions of the nominee during the month of nomination Interested, energized, motivated. These three things sum up the Johnstone Fulton Hall Government. Interest is evident through attendance and involvement at our meetings and at the first all-hall program done in cooperation with JF hall government. At our first hall government meeting on August 23, 2006, we had over 80 people in attendance. Almost all stayed until the end of the meeting, which lasted two hours because of all the items we wanted to discuss. We had a strong interest in the two open hall government positions and in true parliamentary procedure and MACURH/NACURH fashion all interested candidates were allowed to speak to why they were interested, they were then given a group of questions to answer and elections followed. We discussed plans for the next all-hall program and went over introductions of all the wing/floor representatives and the officers. It was exciting to see that we had 32 wing/floor representatives to represent 7 floors of residents. (This is definitely a record for Johnstone-Fulton hall and the exciting thing is that not all of the floor representatives were able to make it to that meeting, so we actually have more)! The first all-hall program that we had was a "Milk & Cookies Meet & Greet" that took place at 1:00am the Saturday night/Sunday morning that we opened the halls. At this time of the evening, several residents are still out and about and we still had about 100 people that came down to the main lounge and at cookies, drank milk, and hung out and got to know other people in the hall. Several small groups of people stayed on well after the program had ended to play card games and to visit. It was fun to see. This is a program that the hall president was instrumental in making it happen. I proposed the idea and he was fully in support. He helped me pick the day and time and he went with the RA's to round up/wake up everyone for the surprise program. Energized is the second word I used to describe the Johnstone-Fulton Hall government. There is excitement in the air at our hall government meetings. Residents are paying attention and want to be an active participant in the democratic process. During elections it was particularly evident as people were quick to help construct questions to ask of the candidates and they took the process seriously. It is also evident in the number of people that have been volunteering to be part of planning committees. Motivated is the final word. We have already had one all-hall program and they are well on their way to the next two day extravaganza. We will be working with another hall (Smith hall) to hold a cook out and volleyball tournament. The tournament will last two days and the cookout will take place on the evening of the second day. Another way they are motivated is that they are very excited about the upcoming NRHH leadership workshop. They know about the attendance incentive and are very interested in trying to win for highest attendance at the Saturday all-day workshop. They also voted with a unanimous (or almost unanimous) decision to try to win the hall of the year award that is done on our campus. This is great to see because it shows they want to do good work for the residents of our hall and they are OK



with letting others know that we do good work. JF is a great place to be and the JF Hall Government is a huge part in making it that way. Word Count: 598



National Winner



Month: October 2006



NACURH, INC. Community of the Month School:



Nominee: On-Campus Population: 3042



University of North Dakota



Region:



MACURH



Wellness Nominator: Kyle Wanner Community Chapter Size: 26



Please explain the outstanding contributions of the nominee during the month of nomination The Wellness Community is a specialized wing within the residence halls where health and wellness is actively supported and promoted by the students living within the community. Within the past month, the wellness community has been very active within the University of North Dakota campus and has assisted in building a dynamic student community that provides a culture founded on all seven dimensions of wellness. Each participant on the wing has exhibited exceptional leadership abilities and have motivated many other students within the residence halls to live a healthy life. The wellness community meets as a group every Sunday night to talk about the wellness activities that are occurring on campus. Each and every member acts as a wellness ambassador and actively promotes all of the activities on campus that are focused on living healthy lifestyles. Members of the wellness community have also volunteered their time to help with these activities such as the Wellness Center's natural high concert and model show. They also met together as a wing to carve pumpkins for Halloween and help out with Brannon Hall's Halloween Carnival for the children living within the community. The wing also brought in two speakers to speak about Volunteer Options and Stress Management. Not only has the wing been actively involved with promoting and helping wellness activities, but the Wellness Community has also formed three intramural sports teams - Ultimate Frisbee, Flag Football, and Co-ed Volleyball. At these intramural sports, they have displayed exceptional sportsmanship and the energy and positive attitude that they exhibit is contagious as many game officials have commented on. The wing's workout ethics are also contagious to the rest of Brannon hall and have helped cause camaraderie to be built among residents living within the hall. The wellness wing has organized weekly workout sessions every Tuesday and Thursday night and have invited the rest of the hall to work out together with them. The Brannon hall president has commented often about how her wing is more active then usual and that by having a wellness community in the same building has helped motivate students to work out more often. The members of the wellness community have set a new standard of life for the students in the residence halls. The group will continue to improve the lives of all students that they come across and help promote a new era where the different dimensions of wellness become an important part of university life. Word Count: 409



Regional Winner



Month: August 2007



NACURH, INC. Social Program of the Month Walsh Hall Floor Wars!!! School:



University of North Region: Dakota Scott Dunbar



Person in charge:



MACURH



Nominator: Kyle Wanner



Target Population: 300



Time Needed to Organize: 1 week



Number of People in Attendance: 369



Date(s) of Program: August 27th - 31st



Number of People Needed to Organize: 4



Cost of Program: 


On-Campus Population: 3042



Chapter Size: 30 Origin of Program:



The Walsh Hall Floor War idea was generated from the ideal that the most important time for freshman to get involved, socialize, and meet other people is within the first few weeks of the start of their college experience. Since Walsh Hall is an all male residence hall and consists of mostly freshman residents, the idea to provide a fun and competitive environment grew into the idea of hosting a floor war competition. Word Count: 74 Please give a short description of the program: The concept of the Floor Wars starts with the fact that Walsh Hall consists of 4 different floors. Each floor is then meant to rally together and meet the other floors for a variety of competitions throughout the span of a week. The schedule for the Floor Wars was: Monday – Dodgeball, Tuesday – Volleyball, Wednesday – McGyver Competition/Trivia, Thursday – Crazy Relays, Friday – Tug-of-War. Each competition was always set at the same time and same location so that it was easy for the residents to remember when and where to meet. Points were awarded to each floor in the amounts of 100, 90, 80, 70 (1st place through 4th place respectively). Participation points were also awarded to each floor by tallying the number of residents involved and using the percentage of the people that were involved from each floor as a score. Example: 54% of 3rd Floor was at Dodgeball so 54 points is added to their score on top of the score that they received from the place they received in the competition. A display board with the scores was displayed within the hall lounge and was updated daily allowing residents to view the progress that their floor was doing and intrigue them to help rally the rest of their respective floor to help the efforts to win the title of floor champion. Each RA would take part in helping set up for the event and act as the team captain to rally their respective floors together. The competitions were an amazing sight to



see as you not only saw residents having fun and socializing, but a clear sense of pride was noticeable in the air as the residents not competing would cheer and many rally calls and inspirational speeches were given to rally their floors together. One floor even named themselves the Spartans and rallied each other together so fiercely that their yells could be heard across the campus. The Floor War competition became so intense that when the final scores were tallied, the floor that won did so by only one point. It was epic. Word Count: 350 Goals of the program: The goals of the Walsh Hall floor wars to provide a fun, social, and competitive environment for the resident hall students to give them a place to start their social network of friends and work as a team towards a common goal and purpose. The floor war competition also built hall spirit as residents would shout the nickname for their wing and unit together to do their very best at the task at hand. This competition not only brought Walsh hall as a whole closer together but other residence halls as well other residence halls witnessing the events of floor wars decided to challenge Walsh to dodgeball battle. The competition of Bek Hall vs. Walsh Hall was set up thanks to floor wars and on the day of the competition – the lasting effects of the floor wars was seen as residents from Walsh poured out of the hall chanting the Walsh name and claim 4 wins against the opposing hall. Word Count: 163 Positive and lasting effects of the program: The residents that participating in the floor war event will remember it from years to come, not only from the view point that is was fun and competitive, but that they were able to meet many friends which will remain so for the rest of their college experience. The residents of Walsh hall were given the chance to stand together and work as a team to achieve the goal as floor war champion. The battles became epic moments to the residents as the stories of the competitions are still being told and residents are still in awe that the floor that did win only did so by a measly one point. Perseverance wins through to the end and the Walsh hall residents who did partake in the floor war events took this to heart. A trophy is currently being made in the form of a “Stanley cup” in which the floor that wins each year will be placed onto the trophy leaving not only a legacy for future generations to follow, but a tradition. Word Count: 175 Short evaluation of the program: The Walsh Hall Floor Wars was a huge success. It was an event that was very easy to plan for and used a very small budget that was mostly used for prizes or objects to be used within the competitions. The residents in the hall loved the competition element and the fact that it was a week ordeal and not just one day allowing the competition to be even more fierce. Many of the residents have requested that we do a similar program again later on in the year and plans are being made to do so. All in all, I felt the floor war event was on the best ways to bring people out of their rooms to not only meet people, but create memories that will last a long time. Word Count: 132 How could this program be adapted to other campuses? The floor war program could be adapted to fit any residence hall. A variety of events could be used for the competitions that are flexible for any budget and the programs are very easy to get people to and execute. For halls that do not have very many floors, they could use wings thus creating – “Wing Wars”, for halls that are too small to do that with – they could challenge another hall and do a “Hall War” competition. This program is a great tool that can be used to create a fun, social environment but also to creates sense of hall pride and spirit. Word Count: 107
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